TRUE PASSWORDLESS MFA DATA SHEET

SOLVE YOUR DESKTOP MFA GAP
Deploy a Passwordless Workforce in Days
Passwords and shared secrets are rapidly becoming obsolete.
Despite deploying various MFA solutions, and training your
workforce, you remain vulnerable to credential stuffing
attacks and phishing. You are not alone. Due to MFA being built
on passwords and shared secrets, organizations worldwide
are struggling to accelerate MFA adoption to secure their
workforce and mission critical systems.
There are three key issues for why shared secrets-based and
legacy MFA fail to deliver:
•

Passwords and shared secrets have proven to be
vulnerable

•

Passwords are costly and cumbersome to use which is
why the desktop MFA gap exists

•

Fragmented
identity
infrastructure
inconsistent MFA experiences

creates

True Passwordless™ MFA is built from the ground up for
security and usability, providing your workforce with fast
and easy passwordless login for workstations and apps. This
enables you to eliminate credentials-based vulnerabilities and
keep your workforce secure and productive, wherever they
work.

TRUE PASSWORDLESS™ MFA

BENEFITS
•

SAVE millions in helpdesk costs caused
by password resets

•

PROTECT your workforce from
credential stuffing and phishing
attacks

•

SECURE remote workers when there’s
no internet with Offline Mode

•

ACHIEVE more with your
authentication spend

•

ACCELERATE MFA adoption and
increase productivity by abandoning
passwords

•

EXTEND investment in your identity
stack with native plugins for
interoperability across infrastructure

Lightning-Fast. Easy to Use. Easy to Deploy.
Fast. Secure. Passwordless. That’s what organizations across
all industries seek to provide their workforce, and it’s made
possible with True Passwordless MFA by HYPR. With built-in
support for your favorite Identity and Single Sign-On (SSO)
providers, HYPR helps you extend passwordless authentication
across your enterprise.

Solve Your Desktop MFA Gap
Eliminate passwords across Windows, MacOS, and Linux
machines, as well as virtual desktops (VDI). HYPR provides
out-of-the-box support for all SSO so you can easily close the
desktop MFA gap, once and for all.

Go Anywhere with Offline Mode
Secure a roaming workforce with Offline Mode, which leverages
a secure decentralized PIN to ensure your mobile workforce can
log in anywhere — whether they’re in transit, on an airplane, or
underground.

Passwords are not security –
they are a vulnerability. The
world needs to move beyond
password-based authentication. HYPR provides identity authentication without the passwords.
- Michael Christenson
COO, New Relic
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TRUE PASSWORDLESS™ MFA SOLUTIONS
DESKTOP MFA

Solve Your Desktop MFA Gap
Security begins at the machine workers depend
on for productivity. Desktop MFA provides
everything you need to deliver passwordless
MFA for Windows and Mac machines for your
entire workforce.
The HYPR Mobile App provides easy user
onboarding and is available for Android and
iOS. Onboarding is simple and takes a minute
to install with a QR code, and is ready to use for
mobile, web and workstation login.

✓ Mobile-initiated authentication for Win, Mac,
Linux, and VDI environments
✓ Offline access from anywhere
✓ FIDO® Certified end-to-end security
✓ Advanced Device Protection for private keys
✓ Cloud-native deployment
✓ Design authentication flows with device
registration and step-up authentication
✓ Smartcard and Yubikey interoperability

WORKFORCE SUITE

✓ Single app for all web and workstation use cases

If you have a complex environment, HYPR’s
Workforce Suite delivers bespoke passwordless
MFA needs — covering all use cases from
passwordless MFA for desktops, VDIs, VPNs,
SSO, mobile and web apps, and more.

✓ Leverage Intelligent Extensions to expand MFA
adoption, including VPN, RADIUS, SAML, OpenID
Connect and plugins for multiple IdPs

True Passwordless MFA Enterprise-wide

✓ Accelerate custom deployments with iOS, Android
and Web SDKs

TURN YOUR SMART PHONE INTO A SMART CARD
By combining public key encryption with lightning-fast authentication, HYPR’s True Passwordless Desktop MFA enables mobileinitiated login to workstations through your mobile device. It’s fast. It’s FIDO-Certified.
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